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This talk is about meaning
Le sens ne se produitjamais
que de la traduction d'undiscours
en un autre

Meaning always results from the
translation of one discours
into another discourse

JacquesLACAN l'étaudit 1973



Comments that's so true

Montagne semantics
sentence formula models

Model theory
formula models

Prof theoretic a semantics
fondu its proofs

Denotutional semantics
proofs continuous functions



l
From

the history of logie
300 B C S 1900 BC

rules on sentences ces formules

Logic extensionofmath reasoningto all discourses
Thales 700Bc Pythogne 500 Bc Aristotle300

Non contradiction 7 AMA

ExcludedMiddle AHA
questionnable



Formulas as sentences

A All human beings are mammals
Not all animals are mammals

0 Not all animals are human beings

BAROCCO

Aristotle syllogisme
on A E I O statements



Natural Language sentences as
Logical Formulas

catégorialGramaisThat's the logical view MontagueGramm

s t
up e

e fluo



Rules on a language
endowed with an implicit
canonical interpretation

Both inimath and in linguistics

peuple think of ONE interpretation
even when they use

axioms deductions

eg Peano arithmetic works la
infinite integers ofnonstandardmodels



Models completeness v19 20
understood v19 40
still obscure to non logicians

standardmathematicians linguists

Models Lowenheim Skolem Güdel

A proofof F make it true
in all models
and there are models
of any cardinality



Difference models proofs

Fermat last theorem
Fn X Y Z Xyz 40 a Mtyn En

PA statement proved by Wiles in1993
using complexanalys

Openquestion
can it be proved within PA

true in all modelsof PA
a does it requires a bigger theoryTH

trueonly in models oft PA
BecauseofGüdel incompleteness lis possible



d
Semantics of a sentence standard

Usually the semantics alaformulaF
is the family M models
in Which I is true

IF the Mss t.ME F

sentence logical models
ambiguous formulas

c



Computational semantics

models

M F computing
Aretnth conditions enough M F F
Even for a dear simple mathematical
sentences it is very difficult

459 every integers is the sum of
the squaresof 4 integers

IN F45 Q yes



Model theoretic viens d'amplution

The domain is un char
the interpretation is unclear

Anna is tallandwealthy

ftp.ok



The logic is left implicitand means and

for all means for all
or means a

exists mears exists

but there are nuances

il Iwantafaat
that does not implies exists



Modifying logic very difficult
fran a model Heretic view point

Models of intitionnistic logic
Kripke models 54 LJ
sheavesof classical models

complex structures notvery intuitive

a good point for Kripkemodels is that
they adopteasily



Modifying the logic quite easy

fran a proof theoretical viewpoint

Change rules e g sequentcalculus

t
ONE formalnalyINTUITIONISTIC

rules
controlled weakening contraction

Linear Logic



Perhaps it is easier with Hilbertstyle
deductive system leg formodalloge

adding axions that mle the modalitie

OLGA DEB D DA DB

rather meaning full



Alternative viens
proof theoretical semantics

intuitionistic systems
this will be discussed later an

B HK

Idea F is interpreted
by the set of its proofs



Brouwer Kolmogorov Heytingwhat is a proof
A formula F the set of its proofs

l
A proof off as a functionhomttof

as an individual of type F

Identity are proofs of A A

AdBD Aide dit A datB
LA B function that maps

proofsof A to proofal B



Denotational semantics
Interesting refinement
propositional NJ simplytypedlcalculus
Coherence spaces

atomic formulas simple graph IARB graph m A B Êobject cliques
A B continuous't functions
stables from A to B

a a coherencespacelABD
A B

ASB



What are proofs
When are two proofs equal

Il proofs are the objects that
make sense
What is a proof

Hibbertsyst
séquentsND

Upton permutatimafrules
Breductim art élimination

focusing RÉA
Denotational semantics AI AI



A difficult question thatgoes back
to Kreisel

equality of IT its with IF FF

syntactic equality
equal normal form Cartelimination
rules permutation denotational

semantics



Why intuitionistic logicGirard Lafont

FE
FK FIK

IT

ÏÉY It



I I
Full abstraction

A question au those proof theoretical
interprétation is

is any semantic objectis the interpretation aluproof

proofs équivalence yes

interesting structure difficult



Limits
intuitionistic proofs only
What about non provable formulas

a unless we impose AI_ HDwhen IT T

We can consider classical
and modal

logiconon provable formulas
are provable with
the right axions fr model



I gh
Games

alternate list of moves
asymétrie Proponent who starts aucunebu

Opponent
rules

game is won b p
the last move is by P
andO cannot answer



Games and proof

proof of F u winning strategy
for P on OMF game

winning strategy for P
a function from beginning
of games ended by O
telling P which move to play next

when P follows the strategy P wins



Proof in Ca variant of LK

AB A

AI

l



Dialogical logic cf catasphy



Limits
Proofs arenotbeatiful games are worse
Easier for intuitionnistic logic
although it works for classicallogic
casu the Proponent Opponent rate
are not symmetricwhile negation inverts the two

What about non provable formulas
axions batwhichones

Does not really arrespond
to real life debates



Games are in elegant
moves heterogenous pairs

formula a annectiv

game alternate sequence of moves

satisfying rules ok

strategy function a tree

identity equivalence of games
of strategies



Better easier la intuitionistic logic
Works fa the Standard sequentcalad
For classical logie we have to use

a sophisticated sequent calculus

Fa Modal logics Under discussion



Non provable formulas

For most formulas G HG HG
They do have amodel theoretic interpretation

the models MEG

but what proofs do they have

we need axioms



Axioms

We can assume some axioms

wad meaning
knowledge

beliefs
la the time being
axions of P commontoOandP



Axioms

relevant part only
of the model models areback

that the speaker has in mind



Application to textual
ent ailment

catta Moot Retoré

Fat I Hesitant
FRACAS a French FRACAS



Using Grail Moot

EF Els foutait

Dit c

ÎÏég.AE c
I wad meaning in dialogical

logic



Limits

do we know the axioms

word meaning general knowledy

can be imported from
d'lexical semantic network
Nord Net Jeux De Mots

with M Lafaucat
speakers knowledge

previous utterances otherwise



Extensions

Reasoning IN natural language
semantics dialogues

in natural languages

Emergence of axions
during the dialogue

this happens in
ordinary debates

yieding the speaker'sbeliefs



Tricky questions
can the argumentative dialogue
be realistic

De current reasoning des ml
eG peuple use A TB onlywhen A holds

O and P have differentbeliefs

instead of O P
can we have several viewpoints

axions



Quantifiers
a proof theoretical refinementwith Alala MARI
Proof theoretic interpretation
of in French

Singular
TOUT every

CHAQUE each



Differences

TOUT imprecisedomain ok
exceptions OK

CHAQUE precise denumernbledoman
no exception

odd even whenexplicitly stated

From a model theoretic viewpoint
we have to vien them as









any

all of them



does not work with CHAQUE





Proof rules for Tout

TOUT generalisation abstraction
Aristotle Male
deductive rule

not fereinany hypothesï
ProofbyreasonningLHilbertstyle
on a generic élement



gen en

Proof rule for CHAQUE

The domain Dmustbeenkown
CHAQUE D Ax

IT Iz

Aldi Alda

CHAQUEXEDANIÇA



Proof rule for CHAQUE

Il D infinite
USE ONLY if elements can

be enumerated
even in a corpus of mathbook unless you mames it
like a skolem constant

like Gentzen
W nale



conclusion

Proof theoretical semantics

far from perfect
but a complementary
vient better account
of some phenomena s

ma deals are not for
axions

The old dream of a languagewith a UNIQUE interpretation



W pre ou

Le sens ne

né produit jamais
que de la traduction
d'un discours
en un autre


